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Abstract—Sensor network has found critical applications in
extreme environments. However, in the extreme environments, a
predictable and stable path may never exist, since the transient
network connectivity, asymmetric links and unstable nodes are
prevalent. Thus, the extreme environments severely challenge its
basic function of data collection. Particularly, those disruptive
conditions make traditional data collection protocols inefficient.
In this paper, we design Opportunistic Network Erasure Coding
(ONEC) protocol for collaborative data collection in disruptive
sensor networks. The idea behind ONEC protocol is to study
how each node determines code degree distribution and recoding
strategies in a distributed fashion, so that all data of network can
be recovered with high probability upon receiving any sufficient
amount of encoded packets. First, each node derives code degree
distribution through recursive discrete deconvolution. Second,
every node conducts selective recoding of its own sensing data and
opportunistically received data. Last, the ONEC ensures decoder
can recover all data from any sufficient amount of encoded
packets with high probability. The performance evaluations
through extensive simulation validate that ONEC can truly
achieve efficient data collection with high reliability in disruptive
sensor networks and outperform other existing approaches in
terms of network goodput, message complexity and buffer space.

Index Terms—Disruptive Sensor Networks, Wireless Sensor
Network, Network Coding, Erasure Codes

I. INTRODUCTION

Sensor network has emerged as a key technology to enable
many critical social and military applications. It is especially
useful in catastrophic or emergency scenarios, such as floods,
fires, volcanos, battlefields. However, those challenging envi-
ronments also pose significant challenges to network sustain-
ability and reliability. For example, in a volcano monitoring
application [1], the occasional eruptions, rock avalanches,
landslides, earthquakes, gas/steam emissions, as well as harsh
weather conditions, often exacerbate link qualities and even
destroy stations. In such a disruptive sensor networks, a
predictable and stable path may never exist, and a node could
suddenly appear or disappear. Since the unpredictable node
disruptions often result in data packet lost, including the
feedback from a sink node to individual sensor nodes, it makes
traditional reliable data transfer protocols infeasible. Motivated
by this, we propose an innovative Opportunistic Network
Erasure Coding (ONEC) protocol for reliable data delivery in
disruptive sensor networks, which does not require feedback

and achieves efficient data collection of high reliability in
disruptive sensor networks.

The erasure codes were initially proposed to enable reliable
broadcast where feedback is very expensive or even infeasible,
such as satellite broadcast or Internet video broadcast appli-
cations. LT code [2] is the first effective implementation of
erasure codes with low decoding complexity. Due to its low
computation cost in both encoding and decoding sides, it is
proper to be applied in wireless sensor network to combat
the data lost in erasure channels. However, the efficiency of
coding schemes will be compromised if LT codes is applied
to the network collection scenario without alteration. Since
each node encodes its packet based on RSD, the overhead for
encoding every single symbol scales with the network size.
If we view all the source symbols as originating from the
same “super node”, allowing recoding in the forwarding nodes,
the message overhead will be significantly reduced. Moreover,
intermediate recoding take advantages of opportunistic over-
hearing in wireless channel to combat lossy communication
conditions. Those two reasons motivate the design of ONEC
for collaborative data collection.

The main contributions of ONEC protocol are as follows:

• Low message complexity and overhead: ONEC enables
the intermediate recoding to minimize the overhead of
encoding, while preserving the degree distribution to ap-
proach the RSD. It also achieves low message complexity
in both communication and control message.

• Disruption tolerance: Opportunistic overhearing of sym-
bols are incorporated into the encoded packets to make
the upstream nodes sustainable in presence of some
failure in downstream nodes.

• Low latency and buffer space: In ONEC, the intermediate
nodes recode packets but not decode them. And minimum
buffer space is required to store and combine the received
encoded packets.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II,
we summarize the related works. Then we presents the designs
of ONEC protocol in section III. In the following section
IV, we report our simulation results in different network
configurations. Finally we conclude our paper in section V.
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II. RELATED WORKS

Erasure codes enable the recovery of k symbol from a
subset of n symbols. It has been employed in many appli-
cations. For example, the most widely applied erasure codes
is Reed-Solomon codes. Additionally, LDPC [3] codes and
fountain codes were also designed to allow for encoding
and decoding with low complexity and computation cost.
LT Codes [2] propose a Robust Soliton Distribution (RSD),
which is essential to the success of decoding process. Raptor
Codes [4] is designed to yield a encoding solution of less
packet complexity. LT codes are completely rateless coding
schemes, in which random encoded packets are independent
from each other and lost packets do not compromise the entire
decoding. Therefore, we focus on the LT codes and design a
LT codes based network coding to cope with data collection
in disruptive sensor networks.

A. Distributed Storage based on erasure codes

In [5], Dimakis et al. propose a class of distributed erasure
codes to solve the data collection query problem. In [7],
Dimakis et al. studied the problem of establishing fountain
codes for distributed storage and data collection. [8] provides
a LT codes based network coding to solve the data persistence
problem in a large-scale network. Each data node disseminate
a constant number of packet to the network which will stop
in specific storage node with probability computed by its
selected RSD (Robust Soliton Distribution) degree. In [9], Aly
et al. designed two distributed data dissemination algorithms
based on LT codes, which eliminate the global knowledge of
maximum node degree. Later in [10], Aly et al. extend to
develop Raptor codes based coding scheme, which reduce the
packet demand from logarithmic to constant ε by inserting a
proper pre-code in front of LT codes.

The works in this section apply erasure codes, including
fountain codes to build a distributed data storage system,
which can tolerate some failure nodes. Our work differ in
the sense that we apply erasure codes (i.e. LT codes) to
network coding to solve a disparate problem - data collection
in disruptive network. The randomized encoding structure is
constructed along with collaborative data collection.

B. Data Collection with erasure codes

Distributed LT Codes [11] gives a data relay model, based
on which it derives individual degree distribution for each
source node one hop away from relay. The degree deconvo-
lution can yield a received packet degree distribution closely
approaching to RSD. We distinguish our work by designing
a network coding that not only apply to a more general data
collection structure, but also employ the opportunistic routes
to construct the random structure in disruptive network.

MORE [12] uses random linear coding to mix packets
before forwarding them. It has advantages over the ExOR [13],
which is first routing protocol with opportunistic forwarding.
GROWTH [14] achieves the data reliability in a catastrophic
network. The main contribution is that growth codes increase
its code degree over time, which maximize the partial decoding

probability at any given time during the decoding process.
We evaluate and compare our ONEC schemes with these
two network coding in section IV. LTNC in [15] applies LT
codes to network coding for data collection in wireless sensor
networks. LTNC maintains the RSD property of encoded
packet in a decentralized way which in turns make a decod-
ing process of low computation cost. However, it introduces
the intermediate coding latency and requires a considerable
amount of memory space to store the received packets for
future encoding. Moreover, it does not design and evaluate
the scheme in the context of disruptive sensor network. To the
best of our knowledge, our proposed ONEC protocol is the
first coding scheme to solve the problem of achieving reliable
data transmission by applying low-complexity network coding
in disruptive communication network.

III. ONEC PROTOCOL DESIGN

In this section, we present an overview of ONEC, followed
by the detailed discussion of each phase in ONEC. Illustrated
in Figure 1, ONEC is comprised of four major phases: 1)
Network Initialization, in which nodes in network build the
neighborhood information table locally; 2) Discrete Degree
Deconvolution, in which nodes conduct deconvolution of RSD
in an iterative way; 3) Opportunistic Recoding, in which sens-
ing nodes produce encoded packet based on derived degree
distribution and intermediate nodes strategically incorporate
the overheard symbols to the forwarded packets.

Network Initialization

Distributed Degree 
Deconvolution

Opportunistic
Network Erasure

Recoding

Belief Propagation
Decoding

Received Packet

Degree Generation

Network Dynamic
Update

Control Flow

Data Flow

Fig. 1. Overview of ONEC working flow.

A. Network Initialization

In the stage of network initialization, given a network
G(V,E), active nodes can construct a collection tree T (V,E

′
)

by an effective routing protocol, where E
′ ⊂ E. During ini-

tialization, each node also builds a neighbor list by exchanging
information between neighbors, which contains its neighbors’
ID, data rate and hop-count information. Besides, data rate
table in each node is important for deriving the correct degree
distribution. Each node can be a source node, which generates
data stream at a data rate Ri. When it comes to heterogeneous
network where some nodes may not generate source data, the
Ri can be set as 0. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that
the data rate for each node is static during the data collection
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period. Once the topology alters due to the changes of nodes
or links, the message exchanging will be launched to keep the
neighbor table and degree distribution updated.

B. Discrete Degree Deconvolution

1) Deconvolution Overview: Since LT codes originate from
the context of single source and destination communication, it
introduces considerable redundant messages when applied to
the network data collection without changes. Thus, to apply
the LT codes to in-network erasure codes, which enables the
recoding of encoded packet, we convert the desired Robust
Soliton Distribution (RSD) into individual degree distributions
for each node based on its own number of symbols. Though
we employ the similar idea of deconvolution as in [11], our
approach can adapt to different network topology with lossy
or lossless link connection. Moreover, the bound for expected
encoding symbol under recursive deconvolution is provided
and proved theoretically.

We describe the rationale of adopting deconvolution theory
to decompose degree distribution. Given any degree distribu-
tion function p(·) in the node u, node u considers its children
inside the tree as a single node with different subtree sizes. The
node u XORs the incoming encoded symbols of its children,
say nodes v and w, so that the outgoing packet degree of
node u is the sum of the degrees of those incoming symbols.
Because the node u’s children generate their encoded symbols
in an independent and random way based on their degree dis-
tributions respectively, the “recoded” packet degree conforms
with the convolved function of distribution pu[n] = (pv ·pw)[n]
=
∑n
m=1 pv[m] · pw[n−m].

The overall idea of the deconvolution is that the process
is initialized from root, and conducted iteratively level by
level along the tree structure. Each parent computes and
disseminates the deconvolved distribution for its children, the
process repeats until the leaf node receives its distribution. Our
differences are three-folded: first, the deconvolution method
can support arbitrary number of children with different input
symbol numbers, which is amenable to various topology.
Second, we do not restrict the deconvolution of distribution
function to the relay model network. Instead, we deconvolved
the distribution function with the help of a converge-cast
tree structure. Each layer derives its own degree distribution
from its parent distribution respectively. In fact, the converged
collection tree is only utilized for message dissemination, in
section III-C we show that opportunistic recoding does not rely
on particular tree structure. Third, this process is able to apply
in a network with lossy link. If the deconvolution message lost,
the receiving node can compute the distribution locally with
information overheard from its other neighbors. The trade-off
is that accuracy of locally deconvolved distribution is less than
the distribution computed from parent.

2) Deconvolution Details: As described in [11], the “spike”
of degree distribution µ(i) needs to be removed before the
discrete deconvolution can be applied. After the preprocessing
the “spike” at µ(1), we can deconvolve the distribution, using
an efficient “enumerative combinatorics”.

Without loss of generality, we assume any subtree with 2
child nodes (u and v) of different symbol numbers, say ku
and kv in each node. We show how to deconvolve the degree
distribution µ(i), such that the recovered degree distribution
from those two children conform with the parent’s distribution.
The deconvolved distribution function f(i) is given as [11]:

f(i) =


√
µ(2), if i = 1

µ(i+1)−
∑i−1

j=2 f(j)f(i+1−j)
2·f(1) , 2 ≤ i ≤ Θ

0, otherwise

(1)

where Θ = min{ kR ,max{ku, kv}}, and i is the symbol index
ranging from 1 to ku and kv respectively.

In the second stage, we deconvolve the degree distribution at
the “spike” point, since the deconvolved degree distributions
given by the above approach miss the “spike” points. The
probability is split into two parts proportional to the symbol
number ku and kv . Thus, the final deconvolved degree distri-
bution is given as:

p(i) =

{
f(1) +

kj∑2
j=1 kj

µ(1), j = 1, 2 and i=1

f(i), i > 1
(2)

Recursive Deconvolution. We relax the previous assump-
tion that any subtree of a node consists of 2 child nodes (u and
v). In other words, we make the above degree decomposition
not only fit for the 2-child case, but also for more general
m-child sub-tree case, in which m is not necessarily equal
to power of 2. Illustrated in Figure 2, if a parent T has
multiple children A,B1, B2, ..., Bn, the above combinatorics
approach can not directly apply. Fortunately, we can do the
node clustering and hierarchically deconvolve the distribution
into each node. The recursive deconvolution in each level is
illustrated in the right figure, which shows that all Bi node
can first be considered as a super node, which has the total
input symbol equal to

∑n
i=1 (Bi). By this transformation, “2-

child” deconvolution can be recursively conducted to generate
the corresponding distribution function for each source node.

T

A B

T

A B1 B2 B3

B1 B2 B3

Fig. 2. Recursive Degree Deconvolution.

Selective Recovery. For recovering the “spike” (i = 1),
we adopt selectively XOR to produce encoded packet, upon
receiving the packet of “spike” degrees. In the receiver, the
recoding accept a packet of degree i = 1 with the probability:
Pr{α < µ(1)

µ(1)+f(1)}, where α is a random variable uniformly
distributed within range [0, 1].
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Practically in lossy link communication, the message for
disseminating the computed degree distribution may get lost.
Nodes which miss the dissemination message from its parent
can still obtain degree distribution by conducting local com-
putation. It yields a rough degree distribution by decomposing
RSD recursively into two parts with k − w and w symbols,
assuming that node has w symbols.

Lemma 1: Given k symbols, and distribution function µ(i)
(1 ≤ i ≤ k

R )), the deconvolved function f(i) satisfies:

k
R∑
i=1

f(i) ≤

√√√√ k
R∑
i=2

µ(i)

Proof: Due to space constraint, we skip the proof. Details
are presented in [6].

We now show that the expected value for the degree of en-
coding symbol after distribution deconvolution. By obtaining
expected number of degree for encoding symbols, we further
analyze the total message complexity compared with the case
in which LT codes are applied individually in each node.

Theorem 2: The recursive distribution deconvolution gives
an upper bound on the expected number of encoding symbols
in the network as O(logN ·

√
k

ln(k/δ) ) · (k + c ·
√
k · ln2(k/δ)).

Proof: Due to space constraint, we skip the proof. Details
are presented in [6].

[2] proves that the average degree of encoding symbol for
LT codes is O(ln(kδ )). When every node applies LT codes
independently, its average message complexity is O(log2N ·
ln(kδ ))·(k+c·

√
k ·ln2(k/δ)). The O(log2N) is due to the fact

that every intermediate node forwards all packets from subset
nodes. It is easy to see that ONEC approach save considerable
amount of overhead and reduces it to O(logN ·

√
k

ln(k/δ) ) · (k+

c ·
√
k · ln2(k/δ)).

C. Opportunistic Recoding

We recall that our goal is to achieve data collection of
high reliability in challenged sensor network. The alive nodes
status are intermittent and link connection is lossy. In such a
disruptive communication environment, the data collection at
the base station becomes partial, which might compromise or
even halt the decoding procedure. ONEC design has observed
this and as a result employ the opportunistic recoding to
combat the disruptive network communications.

In previous works, such as EXOR in [13] and MORE
in [12], it is observed that it can significantly improve the
data delivery throughput by opportunistically forwarding or
encoding the overheard packet transmissions. We combine the
overheard symbols into the recoded packet in the forwarders
to combat the disruptive network conditions. However, ONEC
does not either schedule the forwarder in the forwarding list
nor solve the linear system represented by the matrix with a
Gaussian elimination method in decoder. The difference is that
ONEC employ the opportunistic overhearing with XOR oper-
ation of low computation cost to enhance the data reliability in
disruptive networks. We then explain the idea for opportunistic
recoding. Once every node derives its degree distribution, each

source node produces encoded packet based on its own derived
degree distribution. In forwarding nodes, a reception window
(buffer) is set to receive packets for recoding. To note that, this
buffer is only used to store the received packets inside window,
and it is cleared as soon as the XOR is carried out and the
encoded packet has been generated. In the good link com-
munication, each intermediate node can receive more packets
than those from all its children in the reception window, then
generate recoded packets and forward them towards the sink.
In the poor link connection, some packets from children can
get lost, but some opportunistic overheard packets can fill the
gap. According to the degree distribution deconvolution, the
aggregated packet degree distribution eventually satisfies the
RSD in the sink.

Algorithm 1 Opportunistic XOR Algorithm
1: Receive an overheard encoded packet
2: Calculate the difference of hop-count: hd
3: if Entire symbol is contained in current received packet

then
4: Drop the symbol
5: else
6: The symbol is accepted with probability: p(ds)(1−1/hd)

7: end if

The Algorithm 1 described the approach on how to calculate
the probability that a node accept and recode the overheard
packets. In the Algorithm 1, ds is the degree of innovative
overheard packet and p(ds) is the probability for forwarder to
select the symbol with degree of ds, derived from its own de-
gree distribution. And hd is the hop-count difference between
the source of overheard packet and current forwarder. The
acceptance probability is proportional to hop-count difference.
The reason is that the overheard packet would be more likely
to reach the sink, by assigning more probability to the nodes
closer to the sink. And fi equals max{(p(ds))(1−1/hd)} on the
path i. In line 6 of Algorithm 1, if hd equals to 1, the accept
probability is 1, which conforms with the normal encoding
scheme.

One practical issue of on-path opportunistic recoding
scheme designs is that encoded symbol along different paths
might get cancelled in converged points because of the sim-
plistic XOR operation. The cancellation occur only when
there are even number of nodes along the path who encode
the same symbol into packet. In fact, in our simulation, the
occurrence of symbol cancellation by XOR is rare. And next
we show theoretically the probability of cancellation decreases
exponentially if there exists multiple edge-disjoint paths to
sink.

In [16], A. Z. Broder et al. prove that in random graph
G = (n,m), there exists l edge-disjoint paths in G, joining
(ai,bi) pairwise, if two following conditions are satisfied. (1)
l = dα · m · ln d/ lnne; (2) for each vertex v, |{i : ai =
v}|+ |{i : bi = v}| < min{dG(v), β ·d}, where d = 2m/n, α
and β are constants. We convert this theorem to our problem
by connecting nodes bi directed to sink, and allowing node
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ai overhear the source symbol a through either one hop or
multiple hops. Thus, by [16], if two conditions are satisfied,
the random graph has l disjoint paths from source node to sink.
When there are l distinct forwarding paths, over which nodes
can overhear the symbol packet a, the symbol cancellation
probability are: p1, p2, ... pl. The expected probability of
symbol cancellation in the above situation is 1

2 . Thus, we
define the event A as that decoder finally receive an encoded
packet, which contains the symbol a. The probability of A can
be computed as Pr(A) = (1 − p1 · p2 · ...pl) = (1 − ( 1

2 )l),
which increases exponentially with l.

Overall, with the opportunistic overhearing applied in the
network, the original encoded symbol can have a considerably
higher probability to reach sink.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we will evaluate the performance of our
proposed ONEC based on simulation experiments. The ex-
periments are conducted on TOSSIM [17], the TinyOS [18]
simulator. We consider a random graph of network size N ,
where we unify the input symbol number k of each node. The
size k varies from 50 to 500. Experiments are conducted in
large-scale networks by varying network sizes, input symbol
numbers, link loss rates and node failure percentages. The
result is the average of 500 runs of the simulation experiment.
The performance is evaluated mainly by the metric of decoding
success ratio and message complexity.

Performance of ONEC is compared with the four other
coding schemes. (1) TCP: It does not contain any coding
schemes in routing protocol, but uses TCP protocol to achieve
reliable data delivery. (2) LT: It simply applies the LT encoding
in every source node, but not in the intermediate nodes. (3)
MORE: Random linear encoding is used in the forwarding
nodes, and Gaussian Reduction is applied in decoder. In
MORE, each node contains one batch data with the size of
k, which is equals to the number of raw symbols in ONEC.
(4) GROWTH: It determines the optimal code degree changing
point, and then preserves the data persistence by exchanging
data compactly at neighboring nodes. The degree of encoded
packet grows over time.

A. Results in disruptive networks

Now we study the performance of ONEC and other cod-
ing schemes in the disruptive network environment, which
includes random node failures and lossy link communications.
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Fig. 3. Results in disruptive networks

1) Impacts of link loss rate: ONEC is designed and de-
veloped for improving data reliability in disruptive sensor
networks. Now we evaluate its feasibility and performance in
different networks with diverse link reliabilities. Figure 3 (a)
indicates the probability of delivery ratio and decoding success
under different link loss rates respectively. Sink node starts to
decode or check the completeness of received data, when total
amount of transmitted packet in the network reaches 100, 000.

In Figure 3 (a), it is not hard to discover that both LT
and TCP have the earliest drop at the link loss rate of
15%. However, ONEC can maintain more than 90% decoding
success ratio until the link loss rate degrades to 40%. MORE’s
performance is between LT and ONEC. The reason why
ONEC can outperform the MORE scheme is that ONEC
is free of maintaining the forwarding list for each packet.
In the disruptive network, nodes’ status are transient and
disruptive. Therefore it is difficult to keep the forwarding
list updated every time packet is about to be transmitted.
Some recipient node will drop the packet simply because it
does not belong to the forwarding list of the received packet,
wasting the chance to recode the packet. ONEC utilizes the
symbol degree probability and hop-count between transmitting
node and recipient node, and determine the probability of
“recoding” received symbols into current packet.

GROWTH codes suffer from the link loss. The decoding
probability drop dramatically when the link reliability is under
70%, and there is almost no successful decoding when the link
loss rate reach 40%. Since GROWTH codes hard-coded the
changing point k1, ..., ki, ..., kn to the nodes before deploy-
ment, the lost packet could significantly hamper the decoding
process. As insufficient packet number of degree ki will stop
the decoding of ki+1, the GROWTH fail to decode the rest of
the packets at the point of 40% loss rate. With the link loss
rate increases, the TCP gets much worse in an exponential
fashion.

2) Impacts of disruptive nodes: In the previous discussion,
we show the advantage of utilizing opportunistic recoding in
disruptive networks. ONEC enables to recode any overheard
symbol packet with a designated probability. Thus, forwarding
list is not necessary for each transmitted packet. Figure 3 (b)
shows symbol decoding ratio of three schemes under different
percentage of disruptive nodes. In Figure 3 (b), the total
number of sent packets in each node is fixed. The figure
illustrates that a decoding ratio of average 85% is reached by
ONEC in the network of 15% malfunctioned nodes. In other
words, all the symbols except the ones from failure nodes
are successfully decoded in sink, by enabling opportunistic
recoding.

With the percentage of disruptive nodes increasing, the
decoding ratio of MORE decreases faster than the ONEC.
The reason is that more disruptive nodes in the forwarding
list, MORE will become less efficient. That is to say, the
forwarding list of MORE is not fully capable of capturing
the node status in presence of disruptive communication.

In Figure 3 (b), we observe that GROWTH codes can render
better decoding probability than any other schemes, including
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ONEC, in the case of large percentage of disruptive nodes.
It is because the exchanging messages used in GROWTH
are reduced when the neighbor size decreased. Moreover, the
message cost of achieving good “mixing” is decremented as
well. This interesting observation reveals that the essential
properties of slow increasing in early decoding process of LT
codes is still a hurdle, even it is shifted earlier by ONEC
design. This hint gives the evidence that ONEC has room for
improvement. We will improve it in the future works.

B. Message cost in random network

In Figure 4 (a), we measure the average number of transmit-
ted packets, which is required for successfully decoding raw
data, in the networks of varying sizes. It can be observed that
ONEC outperforms all other coding schemes. With increasing
network size, the packet number required for TCP and LT
codes increases much faster than ONEC. It indicates that
we obtain more benefits with the ONEC schemes when the
network size increases. Applied to a large-scale network,
ONEC gains its increasing benefit margin, since the ONEC
is essentially a data aggregation method with opportunistic
recoding, enabled in intermediate nodes. Thus its transmitted
packet number has a linear relation with the network size,
which results in a smaller growing rate.

MORE has considerably smaller message complexity than
LT and TCP schemes. However, MORE still asks for more
transmitted packets than ONEC in different network size to
decode the raw data reliably. It is because that in MORE,
every node belonging to the forwarding list of a specific packet
needs to encode it, as long as the packet is “innovative”. ONEC
distinguishes the overheard packet by difference in hop-count,
and recodes them with different probability. Also it can reduce
the redundancy of transmitting similar encoded symbols. The
packet cost for GROWTH codes is also higher than ONEC
under different network sizes.
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Fig. 4. Results of message and memory complexity

C. Results of recoding buffer size

Now we shift our focus to the recoding buffer size in the
forwarding nodes. In Figure 4 (b), it is shown that ONEC
has much less buffer size requirement for intermediate nodes.
However, GROWTH and MORE consume a considerable
amount of buffer, with about 270 bytes and 220 bytes under
network size 100 respectively. The buffer is required for
GROWTH to store the received packet in the past to recon-
struct a newly encoded packet. MORE stores received data

for checking if the packet is “innovative”. However, ONEC
is an opportunistic network coding scheme that has very little
demands on the buffer size, since it does not need to store
the history packet either for “innovative” packet check or for
generating newly encoded packet.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We designed Opportunistic Network Erasure Coding
(ONEC) protocol for collaborative data collection in wireless
sensor networks, subject to disruptive network environment.
By recursive degree deconvolution in a distributed way and
opportunistic recoding, ONEC realizes the collaborative cod-
ing in the disruptive network, while trading the Gaussian
Reduction for low-complexity belief propagation in decoding.
Simulation results reveal that ONEC outperforms other coding
schemes in terms of data reliability and encoding complexity.
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